In 1986, Higgins proved that T .X/, the semigroup (under composition) of all total transformations of a set X, has a proper dense subsemigroup if and only if X is infinite, and he obtained similar results for partial and partial one-to-one transformations. We consider the generalised transformation semigroup T .X; Y / consisting of all total transformations from X into Y under the operation Þ * þ = ÞÂþ, where Â is any fixed element of T .Y; X/. We show that this semigroup has a proper dense subsemigroup if and only if X and Y are infinite and |Y Â | = min{|X|; |Y |}, and we obtain similar results for partial and partial one-to-one transformations. The results of Higgins then become special cases.
Introduction and preliminaries
If U is a subsemigroup of a semigroup S, we say d ∈ S is dominated by U (or U dominates d) if for any semigroup T and for any homomorphisms '; : S → T; '|U = |U implies d' = d . The set of all elements of S dominated by U is called the dominion of U in S and is denoted by Dom.U; S/. Clearly, U ⊆ Dom.U; S/ ⊆ S, and we say U is dense in S if Dom.U; S/ = S, in which case the inclusion map id U : U → S is 'epi' in the sense that if Þ; þ : S → T are homomorphisms and Þ|U = þ|U then Þ = þ.
Quite surprisingly, there is a useful characterisation-namely, Isbell's Zigzag Theorem (see below)-of the elements of Dom.U; S/ which has applications concerning epimorphisms and amalgams of semigroups, an exposition of which can be found in [4, Chapter 4] . Little seems to be known about the existence of dense subsemigroups. In [7] Isbell constructed a finite semigroup having a proper dense subsemigroup, and in [2] Hall produced an example of a finite dense subsemigroup of an infinite semigroup. On the other hand, it is easy to show that no left [right] zero semigroup can have a proper dense subsemigroup, and the same can be proved for finite groups (see Theorem 1 below). If X is a set, Higgins [3] showed that T .X/ has a proper dense subsemigroup if and only if X is infinite, and that the same is true for the semigroup P.X/ of all partial transformations of X and also for the symmetric inverse semigroup I .X/. In Section 2, we generalise Higgins' result by employing more direct and elementary arguments than in [3] .
In [8, 9] Magill generalised the notion of a transformation semigroup as follows. Let X and Y be non-empty sets and let T .X; Y / denote the set of all total transformations from X into Y . Fix Â ∈ T .Y; X/ and define an operation * on T .X; Y / by
for all Þ; þ ∈ T .X; Y /. Under this operation, T .X; Y / is a semigroup which we denote by .T .X; Y /; Â/. Some of its properties were studied in [10, 12] .
In [11] Sullivan took this one step further by considering the set P.X; Y / of all partial transformations from X into Y (that is, all Þ : A → B where A ⊆ X; B ⊆ Y ). Then .P.X; Y /; Â/ is a semigroup under the above operation for any Â ∈ P.Y; X/. In the same way, we can obtain a semigroup .I .X; Y /; Â/ where I .X; Y / is the set of all one-to-one partial transformations from X into Y and Â ∈ I .Y; X/.
Throughout this paper, .S.X; Y /; Â/, or more briefly .S; Â/, will denote one of the three transformation semigroups on X; Y just introduced. Also, for any Þ ∈ P.X; Y /, we will let r .Þ/ = |XÞ| and call this the rank of Þ (other notation and terminology will come from [1] ). Our aim in Section 2 is to prove the following result.
When U is a subsemigroup of a semigroup S, a useful criterion for membership of Dom.U; S/ is provided by Isbell's Zigzag Theorem [6] . A zigzag in S over U with value d ∈ S is a system of equalities
where u 0 ; u 1 ; : : : ; u 2m ∈ U and x 1 ; : : : ; x m ; y 1 ; : : : ; y m ∈ S. Note that, if d = ∈ U then, by choosing m to be minimal, we may assume the zigzag is such that x 1 ; : : : ; x m = ∈ U and y 1 ; : : : ; y m = ∈ U .
THEOREM (Isbell's Zigzag Theorem). Let U be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S. Then d ∈ Dom.U; S/ if and only if d ∈ U or there is a zigzag in S over U with value d.
As a corollary to the Zigzag Theorem, Howie and Isbell [5] proved the following. We remark that in the proof of his result, Higgins treats each of the three semigroups separately, and his arguments depend on Isbell's Zigzag Theorem and Theorem 1, as well as a result of Vorobev [13] (also see [1, page 7] ): namely, if X is a finite set then T .X/ is generated by G.X/ ∪ {Þ} where Þ is any element of T .X/ with rank |X| − 1, and also a result of Hall [2] : namely, if U is a proper regular subsemigroup of a finite semigroup S then Dom.U; S/ = S. In our arguments below, we also employ the Zigzag Theorem and Theorem 1, but we avoid the results of Vorobev and Hall.
A generalisation of Higgins' Theorem
In this section, we use elementary concepts of mappings and cardinals to prove some lemmas concerning generalised transformation semigroups: they will culminate in a proof of our main theorem. Hence, ran Â ⊂ X and ran Þ ⊂ Y , and both ran Â and ran Þ are finite. Let a ∈ X\ ran Â, b ∈ Y \ ran Þ and define þ : dom Þ ∪ {a} → Y by:
xÞ if x ∈ dom Þ\{a}:
Clearly, þ ∈ S.X; Y / for the case when S.X; Y / equals T .X; Y / or P.X; Y /. And it is also true when S.X; Y / = I .X; Y / since b = ∈ ran Þ. Also, Âþ = ÂÞ since a = ∈ ran Â. We claim that ran þ = ran Þ ∪ {b}, which implies that r .þ/ > r .Þ/ since ran Þ is finite. By definition of þ, ran þ = .dom Þ\{a}/Þ ∪ {b}. Hence, if a = ∈ dom Þ, the claim is valid. On the other hand, if a ∈ dom Þ, then aÞ ∈ ran Þ = ran ÂÞ, so aÞ = zÞ for some z ∈ ran Â ∩ dom Þ, and hence ran Þ = .dom Þ\{a}/Þ ∪ {aÞ} = ..dom Þ\{a}/ ∪ {z}/Þ = .dom Þ\{a}/Þ; thus the claim is valid in this case also.
(ii) Suppose X and Y are infinite. By assumption r .Â/ < |X| and r .Â/ < |Y |. Hence, since r .ÂÞ/ ≤ r .Â/ and X; Y are infinite, we have |X\ ran Â| = |X| and |Y \ ran ÂÞ| = |Y |. Case 1. |X| ≤ |Y |. Let be any one-to-one map from X\ ran Â into Y \ ran ÂÞ, and define þ ∈ P.X; Y / by xþ = xÞ if x ∈ ran Â ∩ dom Þ;
x if x ∈ X\ ran Â:
Þ is one-to-one then so is þ. Also, since r .ÂÞ/ < |X|, r .þ/ = |X| = min{|X|; |Y |}. In addition, we have dom Âþ = dom ÂÞ, and it follows that Âþ = ÂÞ. Case 2. |X| > |Y |. This implies |X\ ran Â| > |Y \ ran ÂÞ|, so we can choose A ⊆ X\ ran Â with the same cardinal as Y \ ran ÂÞ and let be any bijection from A onto Y \ ran ÂÞ. Define þ ∈ P.X; Y / by xþ = xÞ if x ∈ .X\A/ ∩ dom Þ;
and note that, as before, if
In addition, since ran Â ⊆ X\A, we have dom Âþ = dom ÂÞ; and it follows that Âþ = ÂÞ. 
Then, since ran Â ⊆ X\A and Þ is one-to-one, þ is also. And an argument similar to the one before shows that þ is the required mapping.
The next result shows that, under certain conditions, S.X; Y / contains infinitely many proper subsemigroups. For convenience, we write {x i } to denote {x i : i ∈ I } where the index set I can be deduced from context. and hence ÞÂþ ∈ U . To show U is a proper subset of S.X; Y /, first note that
Since | A| ≤ | ran Â| = | ran Â\A|, we can therefore choose a one-to-one mapping PROOF. Write S = S.X; Y / and suppose S\U = ∅. Case 1. X or Y is finite. Note that for all Þ ∈ S, r .Þ/ ≤ min{|X|; |Y |} < ℵ 0 . Hence, there exists þ ∈ S\U with maximal rank. Since U is dense in .S; Â/, the Zigzag Theorem implies that þ = ½Â for some ½ ∈ U; ∈ S\U . Then, using the maximality of r .þ/, we have r .þ/ ≤ r .Â / ≤ r . / ≤ r .þ/ and equality follows. But ran Â ⊆ ran , and these are two sets of the same finite size, so they are equal. Hence, by Lemma 2 (i), there exists ¼ ∈ S such that r .¼/ > r . / and Â¼ = Â . Then r .¼/ > r .þ/ and, by choice of þ, this means ¼ ∈ U . So, we have
Case 2. X and Y are infinite. By the Zigzag Theorem, if Á ∈ S\U , then Á = ½Â for some ½ ∈ U and ∈ S. By Lemma 2 (ii), Â = Âþ for some þ ∈ S with r .þ/ = min{|X|; |Y |}. This and the supposition imply that r .þ/ > r .Â/ and so þ ∈ U by Lemma 5. Hence, Á = ½Â = ½Âþ ∈ U , a contradiction.
The next two results will be used to show that if X or Y is finite then S.X; Y / cannot have a proper dense subsemigroup. In the proof of the first we rely on the simple observation that if U is a dense subsemigroup of a semigroup S and ² is a congruence on S then {x² : x ∈ U } is a dense subsemigroup of the semigroup S=². To show U = S, consider the following statements. [7] Dense semigroups of transformations 439
The proofs of (1), (2), (3) and the first half of (4) are straightforward. The second half of (4) follows from the fact that the mapping: V → G.X/; Þ → ÞÂ is an epimorphism whose kernel is ². Let Á ∈ V \U . Since U is dense in S, the Zigzag Theorem implies there is a zigzag, Z say, in S over U with value Á. Since Á ∈ V , it follows from (3) that Z is a zigzag in V over U ∩ V with value Á. This proves U ∩ V is a dense subsemigroup of V , so (5) is proved.
Suppose (6) does not hold and let Á ∈ V \U . By (5), {Þ² : Þ ∈ U ∩ V } is a dense subsemigroup of V =². Since G.X/ is a finite group, Theorem 1 implies G.X/ has no proper dense subsemigroup, and so {Þ² : Þ ∈ U ∩ V } = V =². Hence, from the definition of ², for each Þ ∈ V there exists Þ ∈ U ∩ V such that ÞÂ = Þ Â. Since U ∩ V is dense in V and Á ∈ V \U , the Zigzag Theorem implies Á = ÞÂ½ for some Þ ∈ V ; ½ ∈ U ∩ V . Then Á = Þ Â½ = Þ * ½ ∈ U ∩ V , a contradiction. Thus (6) holds. Now we prove U = S. Suppose U = S and note that r .ÞÂ/ ≤ |X| < ℵ 0 for all Þ ∈ S. Hence there exists ¼ ∈ S\U such that r .¼Â/ is maximal. Since ¼ = ∈ U and V ⊆ U by (6), we deduce from (2) that ran ¼Â ⊂ X, and so r .¼Â/ < |X| since X is finite. In addition, the Zigzag Theorem implies ¼ = ½Âþ for some ½ ∈ U and þ ∈ S\U . Hence, using the maximality of r .¼Â/, we have:
and equality follows. Let x 0 ∈ X\ ran þÂ and x 1 ∈ X\ ran ½Â. Since ran Â = X (by assumption), we can choose y ∈ Y such that yÂ = x 0 and define þ :
Clearly, þ ∈ S if S equals T .X; Y / or P.X; Y /. If y = xþ for some x ∈ dom þ\{x 1 }, then x 0 = yÂ = xþ Â = xþÂ ∈ ran þÂ, contradicting the choice of x 0 . Hence, þ ∈ S if S = I .X; Y /. Now, since þ and þ agree on dom þ\{x 1 } and x 1 = ∈ ran ½Â, we have ½Âþ = ½Âþ = ¼. Clearly, ran ¼Â ⊆ ran þÂ and, as already shown, these two sets have the same finite size, hence they are equal. Therefore,
It follows from the maximality of r .¼Â/ that þ ∈ U . Hence, ¼ = ½Âþ = ½ * þ ∈ U , a contradiction. Therefore, U = S as required. 
The proofs of (1), (2), (3) and the first half of (4) are straightforward.
Since r .Â/ = |Y |, we know that G.ran Â/ is isomorphic to G.Y / so, to complete the proof of (4), it suffices to prove that V =² is isomorphic to G.ran Â/. But this follows immediately since the map: V → G.ran Â/; Þ → .Þ| ran Â/Â is clearly an epimorphism whose kernel is ².
Suppose there exists Á ∈ V \U and let Z be a zigzag in S over U with value Á. It follows from (3) that Z is a zigzag in V over U ∩ V with value Á. This proves that U ∩ V is a dense subsemigroup of V which verifies (5).
Suppose (6) does not hold, so there exists Á ∈ V \U . By (5) and an observation before the statement of Lemma 7, {Þ² : Þ ∈ U ∩ V } is a dense subsemigroup of V =². Since Y is finite and V =² is isomorphic to G.Y /, Theorem 1 implies that V =² has no proper dense subsemigroup. Hence {Þ² : Þ ∈ U ∩ V } = V =². But, since U ∩ V is dense in V and Á ∈ V \U , the Zigzag Theorem implies that Á = ½Âþ for some ½ ∈ U ∩ V and þ ∈ V . Then þ| ran Â = ¼| ran Â for some ¼ ∈ U ∩ V . Thus, Âþ = Â¼ and so Á = ½Âþ = ½Â¼ = ½ * ¼ ∈ U ∩ V , contradicting the choice of Á. Therefore, V ⊆ U and thus (6) holds.
Let Þ ∈ S and ran Þ = Y , and suppose Þ = ∈ U . Then by the Zigzag Theorem, Þ = þÂ for some þ ∈ U; ∈ S. Hence, Y = ran þÂ , and so ∈ V ⊆ U by (2) and (6) . Consequently, Þ = þ * ∈ U , a contradiction. Therefore, (7) holds. Now we prove U = S. Suppose U = S. Since for all Þ ∈ S, r .Þ/ ≤ |Y | < ℵ 0 , it follows that there exists ¼ ∈ S\U with maximal rank. By (7) this means r .¼/ < |Y |. Since U is dense in .S; Â/ and ¼ ∈ S\U , the Zigzag Theorem implies ¼ = ½ 0 Â = .þÂ½ 1 /Â for some ½ 0 ; ½ 1 ∈ U and þ; ∈ S\U such that ½ 0 = þÂ½ 1 . Then, using the maximality of r .¼/, we have:
and equality follows throughout. Then ran ¼ = ran since ran ¼ ⊆ ran and these two sets have the same finite size. We claim that there exists Â ∈ S.Y; X/ such that ½ 0 Â = ½ 0 Â, ran Â = ran and r .Â / < |Y |. To prove this, let Â 0 : Y → X be such that
and the claim is valid. Now we have r .Â / < min{|X|; |Y |} (since |Y | ≤ |X|, as we observed at the start) and ran Â = ran . Then by Lemma 2 (i), there exists Á ∈ S such that r .Á/ > r . / and Â Á = Â . Therefore, r .Á/ > r .¼/, so Á ∈ U by choice of ¼. Moreover, since ½ 0 Â = ½ 0 Â and Â = Â Á, we have To show that U is dense in .S; Â/, we have to show S ⊆ Dom.U; S/; and for this, we must prove that for each Þ ∈ S there is a zigzag in S over U with value Þ. To do this, we first construct a one-to-one mapping:
' : {yÞ −1 : y ∈ ran Þ} → {xÂ −1 : x ∈ ran Â} as follows. For each y ∈ ran Þ, choose a y ∈ yÞ −1 ∩ A provided this set is non-empty, and put .yÞ
Note that, since A ⊆ ran Â, each a y Â −1 is non-empty, and the mapping:
is a bijection. By assumption, we have min{|X|; |Y |} = | ran Â\A|, so |{yÞ −1 : y ∈ ran Þ and yÞ
In other words, it is possible to define ' as in (1) so that ' is one-to-one. Now, from the definition of ', we see that
and if yÞ −1 ∩ A = ∅ then z ay ∈ a y Â −1 = .yÞ −1 /': Let ½ : dom Þ → dom Â be a mapping with the property:
.yÞ
From the supposition, we know r .½/ ≤ min{|X|; |Y |} = r .Â/ = | ran Â\A|, and hence there exists Á 1 ∈ I .X; Y / such that dom Á 1 ⊆ ran Â\A and ran Á 1 = ran ½: Let Á 2 : X → Y be an extension of Á 1 such that | AÁ 2 | < | A|, and put Á = Á 2 if S = T .X; Y / and Á = Á 1 in the other two cases. Then Á ∈ S.
To complete the proof, we require the following statements.
.e/ There exists þ ∈ S such that ½ = þÂÁ.
If these statements hold, we have the following zigzag in S over U with value Þ:
Therefore, by the Zigzag Theorem, Þ ∈ Dom.U; S/ as required.
To show that (a)-(e) hold, we proceed as follows. 
Therefore, from Lemma 4 (ii), there exists þ ∈ S such that þ.ÂÁ/ = ½, as required.
We now restate the theorem presented in Section 1 with more details, and use the foregoing lemmas to prove it. PROOF. Suppose X is finite or Y is finite or r .Â/ < min{|X|; |Y |}. If the last of these occurs, then S has no proper dense subsemigroup by Lemma 6. If r .Â/ = |X| then X is finite and ran Â = X, whence S has no proper dense subsemigroup by Lemma 7. If r .Â/ = |Y | then Y is finite and dom Â = Y , so the desired result follows from Lemma 8. The converse, and statement (1) of the theorem, follow directly from Lemma 9.
To prove statement (2), assume X and Y are infinite and r .Â/ = min{|X|; |Y |}. Since | ran Â × ran Â| = r .Â/, there exists a partition {A x : x ∈ ran Â} of ran Â such that | A x | = r .Â/ for all x ∈ ran Â. Then | ran Â\A x | = r .Â/ for all x ∈ ran Â. For each x ∈ ran Â, choose y x ∈ xÂ −1 and let Hence, the intersection of A x þ and Y \{y a : a ∈ A x } is empty, whereas the intersection of A x þ with Y \{y a : a ∈ A x } has the same cardinality as A x (since Þ is one-to-one). That is, þ ∈ U x but þ = ∈ U x . This shows the sets U x ; x ∈ ran Â, are all distinct, thereby verifying (2) .
